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STATUS AND DEVELOPMENTS OF CRDF GRANT 
APPLICATIONS WITH THE MTDC 
No Project Researcher 
I A New Invention of an Automatic Tyre Nut En. Fadhlur Rahman 
Removal "THERMOVAL'' from Pitch Circle Mohd Romlay 
Diameter Type. 
2 PC_NC for manufacturing machine Dr.Wan AzharWan 
Yusoff 
3 Orang Kuat TM:Alat mengukur dan En. Mohd Ghani Awang & 
memperbaiki kekuatan personaliti & The Dr. Nubli Abdul Wahab 
Development Of Personality Matric For 
Identifying Human Performance. 
4 Biopest product: Empty Fruit Bunch (EFB) En.Abdul Syukor Abd 
as Natural Raw Material For Biotechnology Razak 
Bait of Pisoptera SP 
A meeting to discuss the status of Commercialisation RDF grants took place on 24 
Feb 2009 at the Malaysia Technology Development Corporation (MTDC), Menara 
Tun Razak. From feedback received, the MTDC was satisfied with the contributions 
of our researchers. However, the MTDC is keen on looking at strategies and efforts 
from the industries involved in commercialising our research projects. A project Presentation session "A Novel Portable 
which has potential of commercialisation was also presented, which was entitled: Water Fuel Generator" 
•A Novel Portable Water Fuel Generator - Dr Zularisam Ab Wahid 
